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Winterize Your Home on a Budget
Save Money and Energy with Polycarbonate

The fall season is fading fast but there is still time to ‘winterize’ your home. Here are five
budget-friendly DIY weekend projects that require no special tools and only basic carpentry
skills to complete.

Keep Leaves and Snow Out

Unsightly leaf pile-up, snow accumulation, and possible falls
may result from an open window well. In addition, dirt and
debris buildup on basement windows can block natural light
from entering your home. These issues can be addressed by
installing a window well cover.

A custom-built multiwall polycarbonate cover is an
economical option for covering non-standard sized window

wells. Multiwall polycarbonate is easy to fabricate and can withstand flying stones, hail, and
accidental impact. The panel’s outer surface is UV-protected for years of use.  

Eliminate Cold Drafts

Creating a windbreak at your home's front entrance is
a great way to reduce drafts around entry doors during
the cold winter months. Virtually unbreakable, multiwall
polycarbonate can withstand the impact of strong
winds, blowing snow, and flying ice particles.

A lot of heat can be lost through a home's windows as
the weather cools down. Multiwall polycarbonate
performs well as a secondary window glazing. The
cellular structure traps air between the layers, providing
excellent thermal performance and potential energy
savings.

Provide Weather Protection

A covered walkway provides protection from nature’s
elements. Unlike other roofing materials, translucent
corrugated and multiwall polycarbonate panels provide
overhead coverage from rain and snow without blocking
daylight from entering your home. 
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Ensure Firewood Stays Dry

Durable yet light in weight, multiwall polycarbonate panels
can be used to build both the walls and roof of a woodshed.
Your firewood will be kept dry and ready to burn whenever
you’re wanting to use your fireplace or wood stove. And you
will save space in your garage!

Not all home improvement projects require hiring a professional contractor. Multiwall
polycarbonate panels are easy to handle, fabricate, and install with common household tools,
making these projects great for do-it-yourselfers. So, strap on that tool belt and get a project
started!

Featured Product
LEXAN™ VEROLITE™ Twin Wall

LEXAN™ VEROLITE™ twin wall polycarbonate
sheets are a versatile and economical
alternative to traditional glazing. Available in
6mm and 8mm thicknesses, LEXAN™
VEROLITE™ is a great material choice for many
projects including carports, sheds, patio covers,
walkways, and greenhouses.

High Light Transmission 
Excellent Thermal Insulation
Virtually Unbreakable 
Easily Fabricated On-Site 
Anti-Drip/Anti-Fog Feature 

If you would like to learn more about
LEXAN™ VEROLITE™ polycarbonate
sheets, click the product brochure link
below or call 888.602.4441 to speak
to an A-Team member today!

Product Brochure

DIY Tip of the Month
Winter Storage | Polycarbonate Panels

If you have polycarbonate panels that you plan
to store this winter for a project next year, here
are a few tips to keep your panels in good
condition.

1. Store panels on a flat, raised surface
preferably in a cool, dry place indoors

2. Lay panels flat and straight, stack shorter
panels on top of longer panels

3. Cover panels with an opaque material
that does not absorb or conduct heat

4. Allow for good ventilation to minimize heat
and condensation buildup

5. Keep panels out of direct contact with
sunlight, cement, PVC, and paint

Following these steps
will ensure that your
panels maintain their
integrity. And come

Frequently Asked
Polycarbonate Question

Q: What is the difference between
solar heat gain and heat loss?

A. Heat gain is the increase of thermal
energy within a space from the sun’s
radiant energy. Indoor heat that
escapes through and around a
building’s windows, doors, and
skylights is heat loss (air leakage). 
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Spring, do not forget to
allow your panels to
acclimate to the
temperature where they
are being installed
before going forward
with installation.

More FAQs

Fastener Selection

Links of Interest

New York City restaurant owners are getting creative to stay afloat and provide safe
dining experiences as the weather cools down
Unique home on Apollo Bay was updated with polycarbonate glazing to embrace
daylight and the great view
A large barn is glazed with translucent polycarbonate to improve quality of life for both
the workers and animals

News from Shape Products

How to Care for Your Window Well in the Winter

Throughout the spring and summer months,
homeowners are spending lots of time around the
yard. Cleaning up debris, sprucing up landscaping,
and caring for the lawn are just a few of the things
that usually get crossed off the list each year. When
winter rolls around, homeowners tend to neglect
outdoor maintenance. However, homeowners
should be thinking about their window wells all year
long to keep them clean and functional.

The main purpose of an egress window well is to
provide an escape route in case of emergency. A few heavy snowfalls will make it difficult to
utilize your wells in the event they are needed. Sure, you could shovel out your well after each
snowfall, but who wants to do that? One of the easiest ways to protect your well from the
snow, would be to purchase a window well cover. Window well covers will keep your well free
of snow and debris all year long and shoveling off the top of your window well after each
snowfall will take little time and effort. 
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Letting your window well fill with snow all winter long not only poses a safety risk, but it could
also cause damage to your home. Throughout the winter, the snow that builds up in your
window well can become compact, as well as freeze and turn to ice. When spring rolls
around and things are beginning to melt, the excess water in your well may run into your
basement or cause damage to your foundation or windows from excess weight.

By keeping your window well clear of snow, you will also allow light to flood into the basement
on all those gloomy winter days. If the window well is blocked by snow, ice, and debris, it
won’t allow the much-needed Vitamin D into the basement. By keeping the window well clear,
you will be able to enjoy a little bit of sunlight throughout the winter, while staying cozy in your
basement.

If you don’t currently own a window well cover, check out the variety of covers offered by
Shape Products and get your window well ready for the winter.

Company Highlights

Meet the A-Team
Employee Spotlight | Carly Van Remortel

Carly joined AmeriLux International as a Customer Relations
Manager in May and brings valuable experience in sales to
the team. She believes that a great customer service
experience means going above and beyond what is
anticipated by the customer.

From day one, Carly was impressed by the company's focus
on creating situations that are beneficial for all parties
involved. "When going through the interview process, it was
reassuring to learn that AmeriLux not only cared that I was a
fit for the position I was applying for, but that the position I
was applying for was a fit for me as well."

Carly's primary focus is with one of AmeriLux's key customer
accounts. Her daily tasks include order entry and processing,
along with preparing weekly orders for the distribution
center. She greatly enjoys the collaborative environment of
the customer relations department.

"The open
communication that

my team members and
I share pushes for

constant evolution,
ensuring that we are
improving each day"

How We Succeed
At AmeriLux

Conflict is a Good Thing

At AmeriLux, we see conflict as an opportunity to improve. It's easy to
come together when we are on the same page, but respectful
disagreements challenge us to open our minds and grow.

"We value diverse thinking and speak openly with each
other. We don't keep a false peace by avoiding difficult
conversations, but speak our truth Kindly. We
intentionally wrestle with ideas to find the best way to 'do
the right things' and 'do things right.'"
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Happy Thanksgiving!

During this time of giving thanks, we want to express our
gratitude for your support. AmeriLux wishes you and
your family a happy, healthy holiday!

AmeriLux International | AmeriLux Logistics
Phone: 920.336.9300
Email: info@ameriluxinternational.com
Website: www.ameriluxinternational.com
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